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MERI 

• Community-based programme dedicated to 
free memory and cognitive screening for local 
residents (near NYC) 

• Typical participant is 60+ from Rockland 
county 

• Comprehensive neuropsychological test 
battery, blood tests, psychiatric interview 

• If scores appear abnormal, then participants 
are recommended for a consultation with GP / 
neurologist, etc… 



Questions 

• How to distinguish the normal / healthy 
cognitive decline typical of ageing from 
pathological decline 

• Early diagnosis of neurodegenerative 
disorders 

• Preferably, cheaply and non-invasively 

• Cognitive performance 



Prediction 

• Gomar et al. (2011) examined ADNI 2 data to 
find predictors of conversion from MCI 
baseline 

• Cognitive markers were better predictors than 
most biomarkers 

• Changes in functional ability may anticipate 
the disease better than neurobiological 
changes 

• Episodic memory performance 

• What type of loss and how much is a predictor? 
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Serial Position & Ageing 

• Carlesimo et al. (1997) 
 

• Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT): 15 unrelated words 

• 55 Younger (20-35) and 50 Older (60-80) cognitively intact participants 

• Immediate vs. Delayed  

• Despite generally similar serial position curves, Recency performance was 
poorer for Older in delayed task  

• Suggestion is that Older participants may rely on “short-lived memory 
processes” in immediate tasks, which then fail in delayed tasks; passive 
encoding 

• Delayed tasks appear better tests of decline / progression 

• Gomar et al. (2011) - Consolidation 



Serial Position & Decline 

• Participants with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) tend 
to show more Recency recall in immediate 
tasks, but also typically a loss of Primacy 

• Echoes the notion that failing to consolidate 
items is the key to predicting future cognitive 
decline 

• Links to decline in hippocampal health (size), 
typically observed early in AD 



Serial Position & Decline 

• Howieson et al. (2011); Cunha et al. (2012) 
 

• Poor Primacy / Exaggerated Recency also 
observed with participants with mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI) 
 

Normal Ageing MCI AD 

Severity Progression 



Serial Position & Decline 

• La Rue et al. (2008) 
 

• Examined free recall performance across two groups of healthy, cognitively 
intact subjects aged between 40 and 65 

• 623 subjects had a parent who developed Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and 157 
had no family history 

• Family history of AD is a strong risk factor for AD – especially the mother 

• Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT): 15 unrelated words 

• Primacy: 1-4; Recency: words 12-15 

• Participants with a family history of AD showed a greater recency effect 
and a poorer primacy effect than controls 



Serial Position & Prediction 

• Serial Position performance may be a valuable 
tool for early identification of cognitive change 

• This should be especially true in Delayed tasks 
– as these tasks require effective consolidation 
of learned material 

• For the same reason, Primacy performance 
should be critical – better chance of 
consolidation (rehearsal), more distinctive 

 



Serial Position 

• This is the type of 
pattern we typically 
observe 

• Primacy items are 
retained and more 
frequently retrieved in 
cognitively intact 
participants 

• May receive extra 
rehearsal 
opportunities or may 
be more distinctive 

• If there is a failure to 
recall Primacy items in 
a delayed task 
 



Serial Position 

• This is the type of 
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observe 

• Primacy items are 
retained and more 
frequently retrieved in 
cognitively intact 
participants 

• May receive extra 
rehearsal 
opportunities or may 
be more distinctive 

• If there is a failure to 
recall Primacy items in 
a delayed task 
 Then poor delayed primacy may indicate a failure to consolidate and 
possibly hippocampal decline 



Study Aims 

• To establish whether serial position 
performance at baseline predicted subsequent 
generalised cognitive decline in cognitively 
intact individuals 

• We expected that failure to recall primacy 
words in delayed trials should be the best 
predictor of decline 

• Moderation: APOE ε4, family history of AD 



Key Tests 

• AVLT – Memory performance 

– 15 items (1-4: Primacy; 11-15: Recency) 

– Five learning trials and five recall attempts 

– After 20 minutes, there is a delayed free recall task 

 

• MMSE – General cognitive ability 

– 30 point scale 

– Cognitive areas: Orientation, Registration, 
Attention and Calculation, Recall, Language, and 
Copying 



Participants 

• From a total of 853 MERI participants, we extracted 204 who were:  

 Over 60 years of age at baseline (age range: 60-91) 

 Had at least one follow up visit 

 Had an MMSE score of 28 or higher at baseline, and no major clinical 
condition, psychiatric illness, or symptoms of dementia (based on 
psychiatric interview) 

 

• Follow up times ranged from half a year to 7 years, with mean 3.6 years 
and median 3.2 years 

• 107 subjects reported a prior family history of AD (any relative) via direct 
questioning 

• 59 subjects carried the APOE ε4 allele, out of 161 subjects for whom 
genotype information was available (12 ε3/ε2, 90 ε3/ε3, 50 ε3/ε4, 5 ε4/ε2 
& 4 ε4/ε4)    

 



Participants 

  Baseline Visit 2 Visit 3 Visit 4 Visit 5 

N 204 204 125 64 28 

Age 71.5 (6.3) 73.3 (6.3) 75.0 (6.3) 76.4 (6.5) 77.3 (7.1) 

MMSE 29.2 (0.7) 29.0 (1.7) 28.9 (2.2) 29.0 (2.5) 29.2 (1.4) 



Analysis Plan 

• Longitudinal design; linear mixed models 

• Outcome variable was the MMSE score at follow-up visits 

• Two stages in the statistical model 

– Stage one  Main effect models 

– Stage two  Interactions 

• Separate analyses for Learning Trials and Delayed 

• Predictors at Stage one were: baseline MMSE, baseline Age, 
Time from baseline and AVLT measures - total number of 
words recalled; primacy words; middle words; and recency 
words 

• At Stage two, interactions were added, including primacy X 
APOE ε4  status, primacy X family history of AD, and primacy X 
age at baseline 



Results – Serial Position 



Results – Delayed Recall 

• Coefficient estimates 

Total recall: 0.17 (p<.001) 

Primacy: 0.51 (p<.001) 

Middle: 0.24 (p<.001) 

Recency: 0.36 (p<.001) 

 

• One more primacy word recalled at baseline 
corresponds to an MMSE score 0.51 points 
higher on average at follow up 

Primacy vs. recency 
comparison: the Wald t-
statistics were 4.13 [p<.001] 
for primacy and 1.52 [p=.13] 
for recency 
Primacy vs. non-primacy 
comparison: the Wald t-
statistics were 3.30 for 
primacy [p<.001] vs. 1.41 
[p=.16] for non-primacy  



Results – Primacy as predictor 



Results – Interactions 

• APOE ε4  status did not appear to moderate 
the predictive power of delayed primacy 

• There was a 3-way interaction between time 
from baseline, delayed primacy and family 
history of AD (p=.001) 

• More specifically, the model with maternal 
history only is significant (p=.003), but not the 
model with paternal history only 



Summary 

• We examined general cognitive performance 
of older individuals (60+) who were cognitively 
intact at baseline (MMSE: 28+) 

• And found that delayed primacy performance 
was the best predictor of decline, among the 
cognitive indices we considered 

• Predictive power of delayed primacy is 
enhanced by family history (mother) 



Potential Issue 

• Modest drop in performance in the MMSE test 

 

We examined only high-performing 
individuals, so drop may be more substantial 
starting from a lower baseline 

Due the nature of MERI, people who return 
tend to be highly functioning, so that tends to 
exclude dramatic drops in performance 



Future Directions 

• Developing project is to use of free mobile 
applications to 

Collect cognitive (memory) data to investigate 
further the predictive value of cognitive 
markers – including also populations with a 
lower baseline performance 

Give users an opportunity to track change and 
assess performance – older relatives 
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